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Naturalness

• The request of a natural theory is based on 
the analogy with statistical systems

[ Wilson ’70 ]
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• Flow of couplings dictated by RG equations

Near the fixed point 
(slow flow): µ

d

dµ
g(µ) = (�� 4)g(µ) +O(g2)
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• Two ways to get a hierarchy                         :⇤IR ⌧ ⇤UV
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• QCD is example of natural theory with 4�� ⌧ 1
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Higgs compositeness
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• Composite Higgs must be lighter than other resonances to satisfy EWPT (little hierarchy)         
               Higgs as a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson

Naturalness of Composite Higgs Theories

Analogy with EW correction to pion mass

⇡

�

⇡�m2
⇡ ⇠ m2

⇢ ⇥ loop factor

[Georgi, Kaplan ’80]
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Naturalness of Composite Higgs Theories

Analogy with EW correction to pion mass

⇡
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⇡ ⇠ m2

⇢ ⇥ loop factor

• Tension between generating large enough quark masses and avoiding 
the hierarchy problem in theories with bilinear couplings
[Rattazzi, Rychkov, Tonni, Vichi  JHEP 0812 (2008) 031]
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[ adapted from JHEP 1205 (2012) 110] 

�(dH)

⇤UV

UV completion required at relatively 
low scales, must address flavor

[Poland, Simmons-Duffin, Vichi JHEP 1205 (2012) 110] 
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• Theories with linear couplings and partial compositeness can have a higher cutoff
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• 4D Composite Higgs Theories with partial compositeness give non-minimal EW cosets.  
(ex: SU(4)/Sp(4), SU(5)/SO(5), SU(4)xSU(4)/SU(4) )

Generic prediction:

Ferretti, Karateev JHEP 03 (2014) 077

At least one light SM-singlet pNGB associated to an axial U(1) 
and coupled to SM gauge bosons through anomaly (ALP)
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the systematic errors on the lepton reconstructions. For this reason, we focused on the fully

leptonic case. The main systematics in boosted di-tau searches [115] come from hadronic

tau decays and from the invariant mass reconstruction, which are not required in our study.

We optimistically assume, therefore, that systematic uncertainties below the % level can be

achieved. In the right plots of Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Figs 7–9, we show the projected reach of this

proposed search in black. The plots show that in most models it can e↵ectively cover the low

mass open window, with enhanced sensitivity to the low mass end. Note also that we only use

the opposite-flavour fully leptonic channel. Nevertheless, semi-leptonic decays may be also used

by implementing advanced techniques, like the “mini-isolation” proposed in Ref. [116], while

tests of fully-hadronic di-tau tagging can be found in Refs [117, 118].

Another method that would allow to cover the low mass window is by extracting indirect

bounds from the di-photon di↵erential cross section measurements, as proposed in Ref. [119].

We added a projection of this bound at High-Luminosity in red. Fig. 3 e↵ectively shows the

complementarity between the two searches: for M8, the di-tau search gives stronger bounds in

the full mass range, while for M9 the di-photon bound is more stringent while di-tau can only

compete at the low mass end of the window. In Figure 4 we show another case, M7, where the

complementarity between the two methods at the low and high ends of the open mass window

is more evident. To complete the High-Luminosity projections, we also include projections for

tt̄ [120–122] (in blue), di-jet [121, 123, 124] (in green), Zh [125] (in orange), WW [126] (in

cyan), ⌧⌧ [127] (in violet), and bb̄ [121, 124] (in red).

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, for the the model M7, based on the EW coset SU(5)/SO(5).

The plots on the right side of the Figures 3–4 and 7–9 show that the High-Luminosity

run of the LHC will allow to e↵ectively cover the full parameter space of the pseudo-scalar

masses for nearly all models, provided that the searches addressing the low mass window are

[Cacciapaglia et al.  Front. Phys. 7 (2019) 22]
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(boosted)a ! ⌧⌧ ! (e⌫⌫̄)(µ⌫⌫̄)

[Cacciapaglia et al. Eur.Phys.J. C78 (2018) 724 ]

a ! �� (differential)
[Mariotti et al. PLB 783 (2018)]
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Warning: Only top/bottom are partial composite, lighter SM fermions must 
have bilinear couplings (cannot have too many new fermions 
since the theory has to confine)

Cutoff below 105 TeV,  UV completion must address flavor
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Main prediction: top partners (vectorlike fermions)

• Holographic Composite Higgs theories have partial compositeness built-in, 
minimal coset SO(5)/SO(4) and no ALPS.  Cutoff can be at Planck scale.
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The SM paradigm

1. Global symmetries are accidental

- Large hierarchy          (approximate) flavor, custodial, B and Li symmetries 
emerge accidentally in the IR

⇤UV
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⇤UV

EW scale

     a few TeV≈

     105 TeV≈

     1016 GeV≈

Explain EWPT

Explain flavor

Explain proton stability and support 
gauge coupling unification
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The SM paradigm

1. Global symmetries are accidental

2. Fermions in complex representations of SU(3)xSU(2)LxU(1)Y

- Bare masses forbidden.  Masses explained in terms of couplings

- Only naturally light fields are observed

- Large hierarchy          (approximate) flavor, custodial, B and Li symmetries 
emerge accidentally in the IR

3. Apparent gauge coupling unification

- Fermions in complete GUT multiples

- Gauge couplings unify with ~20% accuracy at very high scale (~1016 GeV)
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• SM successfully reproduces all data from laboratory experiments

• QFT + GR  can describe cosmological evolution of the Universe, but the 
SM itself fails to explain two basic features: Dark Matter and Baryogenesis
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• SM successfully reproduces all data from laboratory experiments

• QFT + GR  can describe cosmological evolution of the Universe, but the 
SM itself fails to explain two basic features: Dark Matter and Baryogenesis

Minimalistic strategy beyond the SM:

1. Have no prejudice on naturalness 

2. Explain missing experimental facts with new physics but maintain the SM 
paradigm (accidental symmetries, no new arbitrary scales, unification) 

Can DM stability and the mechanism for baryogenesis ‘emerge’ as 
well from the flow (i.e. from hierarchy of scales) ?

Q:
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Accidental Dark Matter

Postulate a ‘dark’ sector with new dynamics and/or new matter.

Dark Sector
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Postulate a ‘dark’ sector with new dynamics and/or new matter.

Analogy:    proton stable due to accidental baryon number☞

Consider strongly-coupled gauge dynamics (dark color         ) with 
fermions charged under the SM.  DM accidentally-stable bound state                   

GDC

Dark Sector
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µ , D
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Aµ, , H

SM gauge
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• Various types of accidental DM candidates

Dark baryons
Dark mesons (pions and quarkonia)
Gluequarks (Qg bound states with adjoint dark quarks)
Dark nuclei see for ex: Detmold, McCullough, Pochinsky PRD 90 (2014) 115013 

see recent classification in: 
Antipin, Redi, Strumia and Vigiani  JHEP 1507 (2015) 039 
Mitridate, Redi, Smirnov, Strumia, JHEP 1710 (2017) 210

R.C., Mitridate, Podo, Redi JHEP 1902 (2019) 187 

Accidental symmetries: dark baryon number, G-parity, species numbers, dark parity, etc…

…
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Mitridate, Redi, Smirnov, Strumia, JHEP 1710 (2017) 210

R.C., Mitridate, Podo, Redi JHEP 1902 (2019) 187 

Accidental symmetries: dark baryon number, G-parity, species numbers, dark parity, etc…

…

• Most studies assume dark quarks to transform as vector-like representations
[Kilic, Okui, Sundrum (2010)]

Vector-like under the SM dark condensate does not break SM

Vector-like under dark color scaled-up version of QCD dynamics

However:  vector-like theories allow for bare masses, new scale (DM mass) set in by hand
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A Model with Chiral Dark Matter
R.C., Podo, Revello, work in progress

SU(NDC) U(1)DC SU(2)L

 1 ⇤ 1 ⇤
 2 ⇤ �1 ⇤
 ̄1 ⇤̄ �a ⇤̄
 ̄2 ⇤̄ a ⇤̄

Extension of the model by Harigaya and Nomura 
PRD 94 (2016) 035013 with dark quarks charged 
under the SM SU(2)L

For            the representations are complex, no mass 
term allowed by gauge invariance

a 6= 1
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• Spectrum
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• Collider signatures

‣ Production of EW triplets

⇡3

⇡3

W/Z/�

q

q̄

3± ! 1±W

30 ! W�D�D

300 ! W�D

�D ! ff̄

Final states (similar to charginos):   1,2,3 leptons + ET/
Bound (our estimate): m3 > 500GeV

‣ Searches for Dark Photons For                      exclusion bounds evaded ifm1>1GeV " . 10�2 ÷ 10�3

• DM direct detection

W W

⇡1 ⇡3 ⇡1
⇡1 ⇡1

�D too small

1-loop

� / "2

detectable for
10�5 . " . 10�2

• DM indirect detection

‣          strongly depends on the value of dark charge      (i.e. on dimensionality of the U(1)V operator) �DM a
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Request on relic density fixes the 
dynamical scale as a function of 

Interplay between collider signatures 
and cosmology

eD

EW triplet production, dark photon 
searches

Collider: 

Cosmology: direct and indirect DM detection, 
bounds from BBN, 21cm etc.
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Request on relic density fixes the 
dynamical scale as a function of 

Interplay between collider signatures 
and cosmology

eD

EW triplet production, dark photon 
searches

Collider: 

Cosmology: direct and indirect DM detection, 
bounds from BBN, 21cm etc.

• Model interesting but not fully satisfactory because it does not support Grand Unification

Chiral fermions must come in complete GUT multiplets☞

• Similar model with 5’s of SU(5)GUT contains an axion-like NGB and might be excluded 
(work in progress)

Critical outlook: 

very prelim
inary
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Conclusions/Outlook

! Naturalness criterion based on analogy with statistical systems

this analogy might not hold, i.e. IR parameters could be correlated with 
physics at very short distances (breakdown of Effective Field Theory)

Warning:
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! Naturalness is under stress but it’s important to continue searches for natural models

- Top partners (squarks / heavy vector-like fermions T, B) 

- Additional motivated light states (ex: ALP in 4D composite Higgs models)

! Naturalness criterion based on analogy with statistical systems

this analogy might not hold, i.e. IR parameters could be correlated with 
physics at very short distances (breakdown of Effective Field Theory)

Warning:

! ‘SM paradigm’ as an alternative guiding principle

 Large gap, accidental symmetries, unification

Example:  theories with accidental (composite) Dark Matter



Extra slides
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Types of accidental composite DM

Type Accidental Symmetry Breaking

Dark Baryons

Dark Mesons 
(pions, quarkonia)

U(1)DBdark baryon number dim-6

species number U(1)i

G-parity
dim-4 (Yukawas, hypercharge)

dim-5 (             ,                    ) ̄ HH  ̄�µ⌫ Bµ⌫

Dark Nuclei U(1)DBdark baryon number dim-6

(ex:                    for NDC=3)    SM
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Type Accidental Symmetry Breaking

Dark Baryons

Dark Mesons 
(pions, quarkonia)

U(1)DBdark baryon number dim-6

species number U(1)i

G-parity
dim-4 (Yukawas, hypercharge)

dim-5 (             ,                    ) ̄ HH  ̄�µ⌫ Bµ⌫

Dark Nuclei U(1)DBdark baryon number dim-6

(ex:                    for NDC=3)    SM

SU(N) techni-color. Yukawa Allowed Techni- Techni-

Techni-quarks couplings N pions baryons under

NTF = 3 8 8, 6̄, . . . for N = 3, 4, . . . SU(3)TF

 = V 0 3 3 V V V = 3 SU(2)L
 = N � L 1 3, .., 14 unstable N

N⇤ = 1 SU(2)L
NTF = 4 15 20, 200, . . . SU(4)TF

 = V � N 0 3 3 ⇥ 3 V V V, V NN = 3, V V N = 1 SU(2)L
 = N � L � Ẽ 2 3, 4, 5 unstable N

N⇤ = 1 SU(2)L
NTF = 5 24 40, 50 SU(5)TF

 = V � L 1 3 unstable V V V = 3 SU(2)L
 = N � L � L̃ 2 3 unstable NLL̃ = 1 SU(2)L

= 2 4 unstable NNLL̃, LL̃LL̃ = 1 SU(2)L
NTF = 6 35 70, 1050 SU(6)TF

 = V � L � N 2 3 unstable V V V, V NN = 3, V V N = 1 SU(2)L
 = V � L � Ẽ 2 3 unstable V V V = 3 SU(2)L

 = N � L � L̃ � Ẽ 3 3 unstable NLL̃, L̃L̃Ẽ = 1 SU(2)L
= 3 4 unstable NNLL̃, LL̃LL̃, NẼL̃L̃ = 1 SU(2)L

NTF = 7 48 112 SU(7)TF

 = L � L̃ � E � Ẽ � N 4 3 unstable LLE, L̃L̃Ẽ, LL̃N, EẼN = 1 SU(2)L
 = N � L � Ẽ � V 3 3 unstable V V V, V NN = 3, V V N = 1 SU(2)L

NTF = 9 80 240 SU(9)TF

 = Q � D̃ 1 3 unstable QQD̃ = 1 SU(2)L
NTF = 12 143 572 SU(12)TF

 = Q � D̃ � Ũ 2 3 unstable QQD̃, D̃D̃Ũ = 1 SU(2)L

Table 2: Golden-class models with SU(N)TC techni-color that give viable TCb and/or TC⇡

Dark Matter candidates with Q = Y = 0, starting from techni-quarks coming from SU(5)

fragments listed in table 1. The darker rows give the techni-flavour content of the lightest TCb

and TC⇡ considering only masses induced by techni-color interactions. The lighter rows show

the viable models, the number of Yukawa interactions, and the SU(2)L content of the stable

TC⇡ and the stable TCb, assuming that the lighter component is the one with the least SM

charge. A ⇤ denotes a higher spin TCb.

12

Antipin, Redi, Strumia, Vigiani  
JHEP 1507 (2015) 039 

Systematic classification in:
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Quick summary of Baryonic DM
Antipin, Redi, Strumia, Vigiani  JHEP 1507 (2015) 039  

Mitridate, Redi, Smirnov, Strumia  JHEP 1710 (2017) 210 

• For light dark quarks (                  ):  MQ<⇤DC

- relic abundance fixes MB⇠ ⇤DM ⇠ 100TeV

- baryon-antibaryon cross section � ⇠ ⇡/⇤2
DC

• Direct Detection (candidates with Y=0): large electric/magnetic dipoles (except for Majorana DM), 
testable at future experiments

• DM decay (from dim-6 operators):                          (for                          )⇤UV & MPl MB⇠100TeV

• For heavy dark quarks (                  ):  MQ>⇤DC

- dark baryons perturbative bound states

- perturbative freeze-out at                                 withT ⇠MQ/25>⇤DC

- baryon-antibaryon annihilation through quark rearrangement

- DM masses lighter than 100 TeV possible

�QQ̄⇠⇡↵2/M2
Q

�BB ⇠ ↵ r2B⇠⇡/(↵M2
Q)��QQ


